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Abstract
Various embedded sensors such as LiDAR, cameras and GPS are mounted on vehicles today. And, vehicles with communication
equipment can exchange sensor data between not only surrounding vehicles but also road-side-units. To achieve traffic safety and
comfort driving, utilization of these traffic data are important for autonomous driving and advanced driving assistance systems.
Our research group has been developing a city-scale traffic data management platform named DynamicMap 2.0. This paper
proposes a software architecture of our platform. Our platform uniformly treats road maps, static information, dynamic infor-
mation and predicted information. Road maps consist of three-level granularities: links, lanes and physical shapes. Especially, a
data representation of lane-level road maps is newly proposed. Static information includes fixed properties about objects on the
map. Dynamic information includes streaming data from sensors. And, predicted information is computed by prediction algo-
rithms and simulations. Our platform provides query language for searching these traffic data. A developer of traffic applications
writes a query (continuous query or one-shot query) which specifies integration and filtering of data. As a use case of our
platform, we developed a prototype of a cooperative merging assistance system at intersections, and verify that our platform
operates correctly.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, advanced driver assistance systems and auton-
omous driving systems have been rapidly studied and devel-
oped. Embedded sensors enable vehicles to recognize sur-
rounding environment. A vehicle notifies dangerous situa-
tions, or avoids conflicting objects automatically.
Cooperative intelligent transport systems, which communi-
cate with vehicles and road-side units, are also developed to
optimize traffic flows and to reduce environmental burdens.

Individual sensor has pros and cons. A recognition area
covered by each sensor is quite limited (range of LiDAR is
about 120 m [1]). Some optical sensors (cameras) cannot

detect back objects hidden by another front object.
Therefore, sharing sensor data obtained from multiple vehi-
cles and road-side-units become important to improve quality
of traffic services.

Demands from advanced in-vehicle-systems encourage ad-
vancement of digital road maps. Conventionally, road maps
are used for navigation, which provides a route from the origin
to the destination. In addition to that, new roles are expected to
road maps. One is providing detailed physical shapes about
surrounding geographical objects. Because, autonomous driv-
ing systems need them to estimate the current position of ego
vehicle. Another one is giving meaning interpretation to sen-
sor data. Since raw sensor data are just a set of numeric values,
meaning based on traffic rules is to be attached (which lanes a
detected object moves on, what kind of relationships exists
between my lane and object’s lane, and so on). Thus, many
organizations discuss and experimentally produce high-
precision road maps which satisfy new demands from ad-
vanced in-vehicle-systems.

Dynamic Map [2, 3] is proposed as a notion of the next-
generation road maps. It is a logical data set which enables to
overlay sensor data (dynamic information, transient-dynamic
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information and transient-static information) onto a high-
precision road map by using a location reference method.
Originally, it was proposed as Local Dynamic Map (LDM)
[4–6] in Europe. Although LDMmainly considers sensor data
from surrounding environment, Dynamic Map is extended to
treat city-scale sensor data. Now, dynamic map is regarded as
important information infrastructure for supporting advanced
in-vehicle-systems. In Japan, Dynamic Map is one of impor-
tance research areas of SIP-adus project [2]. In Europe, some
element technologies for Dynamic Map are discussed. NDS
[7] proposes a data format of high-precision road maps [8],
and ERTICO – ITS Europe [9] considers a specification for
gathering data from vehicles to a cloud [10].

Information exchange among vehicles and road-side-units in
local area has been already studied and known as Cooperative
ITS. But, local information exchange is not enough to support
city-scale traffic data management. We need an information
platform to gather/manage/utilize city-scale sensor data and
high-precision road maps. For this purpose, we have to treat
large volume of real-time sensor data. A centralized cloud serv-
er is not suitable to handle real-time sensor data.

because communication delays become unacceptable. It is
difficult to rapidly reply a response message by the temporal
deadline. A centralized architecture should be reconsidered.

To avoid this problem, we employ edge computing.
Here, Bedge computing^ means utilizing computational
resources at base stations for mobile phones and road-
side units. We propose a geographically-decentralized ar-
chitecture, which consists of embedded devices, edge
servers and cloud servers. Parallel and distributed data
processing and exchange are performed among the dis-
tributed environment. To implement such software plat-
form, we built up a research organization BDynamic
Map 2.0 Consortium^ [3] in 2016. Several companies
and universities belong to the consortium.

In this paper, we introduce DynamicMap2.0 platform
(shortly, DM2.0PF), which is a distributed information plat-
form developed by our consortium. We summarize our chal-
lenges and contributions:

& A distributed architecture for processing large volume
of real-time data: Data processing nodes in DM2.0PF are
clouds/edges/embedded systems. They collaboratively
work and simultaneously process traffic data. Most of tra-
ditional traffic services are based on standalone or client/
server architectures. On the other hand, we focus on uti-
lizing edge computing. Thanks to edge nodes, we can
satisfy both of real-time data management and city-scale
data management.

& A common data model for heterogeneous traffic data:
DM2.0PF treats four information-types: road maps and
static/dynamic/predicted information about objects on
roads. Road maps are essential information in Dynamic

Map. Static information includes fixed properties about
objects on the map. Dynamic information includes stream-
ing data from sensors. Predicted information is computed
by prediction algorithms and simulations. Empty areas
observed by sensors are treated as virtual objects, and they
are used for short-term prediction. Since four information
types are heterogeneous, integration of them is not a trivial
problem. For example, road map and static information
are stored in HDDs, but dynamic and predicted informa-
tion are produced continuously (streaming). We employ
the relational model as a common data model in
DM2.0PF. All types of information are logically repre-
sented as relations (tables).

& High precision road map format for integrating traffic
data: This paper proposes our road map format. Since
traffic applications have different demands to road maps,
our road maps consists of three-level granularities: links,
lanes and physical shapes. Especially, a data representa-
tion of lane-level road maps is newly proposed. Our lane-
level road map is an extension of GDF (Geographic Data
Files) [11] which is the international standard of link-level
roadmaps. To be specialized for integration of other traffic
data, it is represented as the common data model in
DM2.0PF.

& Common access method (query language) for hetero-
geneous traffic data: DM2.0PF provides a common que-
ry language to handle four types of information. Since the
relational model is used in DM2.0PF, our query language
is an extension of SQL. SQL is the standard query lan-
guage in RDBMSs (Relational DataBase Management
Systems). Our query language covers not only one-shot
query for stored data, but also continuous query for
streaming data. A developer of traffic applications can
write a query, which specifies integration and filtering of
traffic data, without considering heterogeneity of informa-
tion types.

& A development of an example application on Dynamic
Map: We implemented a cooperative merging assistance
service as a use case of DM2.0PF. This service uses
DM2.0PF to monitor the specific merging point in real
time. An edge node continuously gathers data from vehi-
cles, and it provides assist messages to approaching vehi-
cles. We use traffic simulator and driving simulator to
generate input traffic data.

The remaining parts are composed as follows: Section 2
introduces the objective of this paper and demands to dynamic
maps. Section 3 mentions related work. Section 4 proposes
our DM2.0PF. Section 5 explains information treated in
DM2.0PF. Section 6 shows our query language for Dynamic
Maps. Section 7 presents a traffic application service using our
platform. Finally, Section 8 includes conclusion and future
research issues.
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2 Objective and Requirement Analysis

The objective of our research is to develop a distributed infor-
mation infrastructure for city-scale traffic data management. It
supports utilization of high-precision road maps and real-time
sensor data.

Use cases of our platform are achievement of traffic safety
and comfort driving provided by in-vehicle-systems (autono-
mous driving systems and advanced driver assistance sys-
tems). Optimization of city-scale traffic flow is also included.
Concretely, the following traffic applications are considered.

& Personalized navigation: When a navigation system pro-
vides a route from the origin to the destination, it considers
driver’s unfavorite situations. For example, driving a road
with many blind areas, driving against the sun, and driving
unfamiliar roads are often hated by drivers. A personalized
navigation system utilizes high-precision road maps, and
recommends a customized route which enables the driver
to avoid unfavorite situations. This service is expected to
reduce driver’s stresses.

& Smart traffic flow: DM2.0PF is used to support cooper-
ative merging assistance. Fig. 1 illustrates a merging point
of highway ramp. An elder driver on a red vehicle is ap-
proaching to a merging point. In-vehicle-system predicts
arrival timing of the red vehicle, and it sends a request
message to ask another driver (on a light-blue vehicle) to
yield up the lane. When the request is accepted, the elder
driver can smoothly join the highway.

& Extending recognition ranges of in-vehicle-systems:
Advanced in-vehicle-systems need wider views for safety
and smart driving. Short sensor-range and blind angles of
sensors are to be complemented by information exchange
in DM2.0PF. Shared sensor data are used to judge whether
a space is occupied or not occupied. A space not occupied
by anybody is suitable for safety driving.

2.1 Requirement Analysis

To achieve traffic applications in the previous section, a
Dynamic Map platform should have the following functions.

& Data processing capability for large volume of real-
time data: Sensor data are gathered from all sensors in a
city. We have to consider limited communication band-
width of cloud servers. For autonomous driving systems,
response messages should be returned by the deadline.
Centralized systems are insufficient for large volume of
real-time data, thus we need distributed processing with
employing edge computing.

& High-precision road maps: In Fig. 1, a lane-change re-
quest is sent to a light-blue vehicle. To achieve this, lanes
are distinguished in the road map. Each lane should be
represented as a geographical object. Thus, Dynamic
Map must support lane-level road maps. Similarly, details
are also needed at intersection areas. Trajectory lines with-
in an intersection are to be included. They are useful to
predict movement of other conflicting vehicles.

& Common access method for traffic data: Road maps
and static information are stored in long term and searched
on demand. On the other hand, dynamic/predicted infor-
mation are streaming data continuously provided from
sensors. We need a common data model and a common
access method to uniformly handle heterogeneous
information.

& Explicitly sharing information about empty areas and
unknown areas: A space on a road is to be classified into
occupied or not occupied. But, just sharing information
about detected objects is not enough. We have to consider
outside of sensor-range and blind angles. In Dynamic
Map, empty and unknown areas should be shared
explicitly.

2.2 Assumption for Penetration Ratio of Connected
Vehicles

Though small sensors and wireless communication equipment
are becoming popular, it is difficult to assume all vehicles and
pedestrians completely equip them in near future. Thus, we
must still consider vehicles and pedestrians without any sen-
sors and communication equipment. Sensors on road-side-
units are expected to detect them and to report their positions.

3 Related Work

Here, we introduce some research projects related to traffic
data management.

SIP-adus [2] is a special project in Japan, because it is led
by Cabinet Office, Government of Japan. Dynamic Map is
also studied in the SIP-adus. But, our research area is
completely different from one of the SIP-adus project (Fig.
2). In the SIP-adus project, it focuses on data representation
of high-precision maps. Especially, they are interested in how
to create the map data from measured point cloud data, and
how to deliver the map data from a map center to data centers
of car manufacturers. However, integration of road maps and
dynamic information is not included in their scope. It is
regarded as competition research area. Thus, the SIP-adus
project never provide a common data model and a common
access method for traffic data management.
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AEDSMS [12] focuses a traffic data management in em-
bedded systems. It is a distributed system within a vehicle. In
their environment, multiple ECUs (Electronic Control Units)
are connected via CAN (Controller-Area-Network). It regards

data from on-board-sensors as streams, and provides a query
processing framework for streams. Its main purpose is to im-
prove development cost of in-vehicle systems. Information
sharing like Dynamic Map is not considered.

Fig. 1 Use case of DM2.0PF
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SAFESPOT [4] is one of implementations of Local
Dynamic Map. BLocal^ means that their main target is data
management between road-side unit and vehicles. Thus, city-
scale data management is out of their scope. They use a con-
ventional RDBMS to manage traffic data. The relational mod-
el is also used in SAFESPOT. RDBMS can treats queries for
stored data, but cannot treat queries for streaming data
directly.

Processing traffic data in cloud is studies in many projects.
Most of them are based on the client/server architecture.
CarStream [13] is a system to analyze big data extracted from
vehicles. It can process city-scale large data. CarStream is a
distributed system in data center, but it is not Bgeographically^
distributed system. It does not consider a problem of network
delay between cloud and vehicle. Thus, it cannot be applicable
to real-time traffic services such as information provision to
autonomous driving systems.

DM2.0PF mainly focuses on information integration in a
geographically distributed environment. Especially, edge
computing is a key technology. And, a query processing
scheme is considered. The relational model is employed as a
common data model, and SQL-like query language for both
stored data and streaming data is available in our platform. By
using queries, we can integrate road maps, static/dynamic/pre-
dicted information uniformly.

4 Dynamic Map 2.0 Platform

In this section, we introduce an architecture of our distributed
information platform. Figure 3 presents an architecture of
DM2.0PF.

4.1 Distributed Environment Composed
of Cloud/Edge/Embedded Nodes

DM2.0PF works in a distributed environment. A node belong-
ing to DM2.0PF works on each element of the distributed
environment. Cloud servers are located at data centers, and
they are regarded as final destination of traffic data.
Embedded devices are in-vehicle-systems and smart phones.
They continuously produce sensor data. Edge servers are base
stations of mobile phones and road-side-units. We assume
wired-network between cloud server and edge server and
wireless-network between edge server and embedded device.
We may use them separately, or make collaboration of them.
Cloud servers are good for treating large volume of data, but
not suitable to satisfy real-time constraints (deadlines).
Embedded devices mainly focus on real-time operations, but
their own sensor covers limited areas. Edge servers are used
for real-time operations on middle range.

4.2 Query Processing for Traffic Data

Developing a program code for data processing from a scratch
needs an expensive cost. DM2.0PF provides a query processing
scheme for large volume of data. Instead of writing a program
code, a query is submitted to our platform. To reduce develop-
ment cost, our platform supports a common data model and a
common access method. The relational model is employed as a
common data model, and SQL-like query language is provided
as a common accessmethod. Two-styles of queries are available:

& One-shot query: One-shot query is a query-processing
style for stored data. Once a query is submitted, the system
immediately generates the query results from stored data.
It is almost same as one supported in traditional RDBMS.

& Continuous query: Continuous query is another query
processing style for streaming data. Since sensor data are
repeatedly generated, a continuous query is evaluated re-
peatedly. It is almost same as one supported in DSMS
(Data Stream Management System) [12].

A traffic application submits a query with filter conditions
and join conditions to DM2.0PF. The query is analyzed, and
converted into an internal data processing flow among cloud/
edge/embedded nodes. Our query language is explained in
Section 6.

For the proof of concept, we implemented a prototype of
DM2.0PF. It is written in C++ programming language. The
core part of DM2.0PF is composed of 81 C++ modules (and
classes). It canwork on Linux-based computers. This prototype
was used to develop a traffic application described in Section 7.

5 Information Managed by DM2.0PF

This section mentions information-types in our platform.
They are road maps, static information, dynamic information,
and predicted information. Each of them are explained in the
remaining subsections.

5.1 High-Precision Road Maps

Since demands for road maps are different for each traffic ap-
plication, we have to consider several granularities of roadmaps.

For example, route-search finds paths from the origin to the
destination, and estimates travel time of the paths. Road net-
work is necessary for this application, but detailed shapes of
roads and lanes are not needed. On the other hand, cooperative
driving assistance needs geographical relationships between
lanes and intersections, because it must advise timing for lane-
change and merging. Autonomous driving systems often need
detailed physical shapes of building and road surfaces to apply
self-position estimation.
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As described above, we need multiple levels of details in
road maps. So we consider three granularity-levels (Fig. 4):

& Link-level: It is represented as a graph. An intersection is
regarded as a vertex of the graph. A road is as an edge of

the graph. This level corresponds to an existing road map
used in navigation.

& Lane-level: It is also a graph, but each lane in a road is
separately represented as a graph element. Lanes are nec-
essary for traffic applications for lane-change and
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merging. Trajectories within intersections are also neces-
sary as a rough guide to estimate paths of other vehicles. A
data representation of lane-level road maps will be ex-
plained in Section 5.1.1.

& Physical-shape-level: It is a set of raw data obtained from
cameras and LiDARs. Examples are point cloud, images,
and videos. Traffic applications such as self-position esti-
mation and precise collision avoidance need highly pre-
cise physical shape.

5.1.1 Data Representation of Lane-Level Road Maps

In our platform, a link-level road map is based on GDF 5.0
(Geographic Data Files 5.0) [11], which is the international
standard of conventional road maps. Since physical shape-
level is a raw data set, their data format highly depend on types
of sensors. We cannot assume the standard data format.

Lane-level road maps are currently studies in the world. In
the original GDF5.0, lanes are described as a property of road
(the number of lanes on the road), thus lanes are not individual
geographical objects. To fix this problem, we have extended
GDF5.0 to represent lanes as geographical objects and graph
data.

GDF: Geographic Data Files 5.0 At the first, we explain a
foundation of GDF5.0. Major data types in GDF5.0 are
Feature, Attribute, and Relationship.

& Feature: Geographical objects on a map in GDF5.0 are
called Features. Road and Intersection are defined as
Features. Features are classified into four categories:
point, line, area and complex (combination of multiple
Feature). Road and Intersection are complex feature, they
consist of multiple points and lines. GDF5.0 allows users
to add user-defined Features.

& Attribute: Each Feature has some Attributes to describe
the Feature. Examples of Attributes are width and cant of
Road. User-defined Attributes are also allowed.

& Relationship: It is used to express a special relation be-
tween multiple Features. Fork is a relationship to express a
branch of a road. Relationship can have some attributes.
User-defined Relationships are also allowed.

Extension of GDF (1) BLane Feature^ In this research, we have
extended GDF5.0 to express lanes. Lane is a newly defined
complex Feature. It has the following two sub-features:

& Lane line: It is a center line of the lane, or a rough guide
line for vehicles on the lane. This feature belongs to a line-
category.

& Lane area: It is an area in which a vehicle can legally run
on the lane. This feature belongs to an area-category.

The bottom part of Fig. 4 presents lanes as geographical
Features. Lane lines and lane areas are drawn, and an intersec-
tion also includes lanes. Similarly, pedestrian roads and pedes-
trian crossings are represented as user-defined Features in the
same manner.

Extension of GDF (2) BRelationships for lanes^ In addition, we
have newly defined Relationships for lanes. They are treated
as user-defined relationships. The following four relationships
express relations from one lane to another lane.

& Connectivity: A pair of lanes has a connectivity relation-
ship if a vehicle can move from one lane to another with-
out special driving actions (e.g. lane changes).

& Crossing: A pair of lanes has a crossing relationship if
their lane lines are crossing or their lane areas overlap.
This relationship is useful to detect lanes which possibly
conflict each other. Collision avoidance application uti-
lizes this relationship.

& Adjacency: A pair of lanes has an adjacency relationship
if they share the same border line and do not have a con-
nectivity relationship. A pair of one lane and opposite lane
also has this relationship. And, a pair of one lane and a
pedestrian road also have it if they share the same border
line. Divider between lanes (e.g. center divider, white line,
and curb stone) is represented as Attribute.

& Branch: Since the number of entry points to parking is too
large, regarding all of them as intersections is impractical.
This relationship represents an entry point to parking from
an outer lane.

The bottom part of Fig. 4 illustrates relationships between
lanes. Like this figure, relationships are representable as a
graph.

We are creating lane-level road maps in the real world.
Figure 5 is a road map near Nagoya University.

Fig. 5 Lane-level Road Map in the Real World
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5.2 Static Information

Static information includes fixed properties about vehicles,
pedestrians, traffic signals and other objects appearing on the
map. Table 1 shows examples of static information. Of course,
we can add data according to demands of traffic applications.
Static information is stored in a node of DM2.0PF. IDs used in
DM2.0PF are two meanings: static ID and dynamic ID. Static
IDs are assigned to vehicles and pedestrians which are regis-
tered to DM2.0PF in advance. Dynamic IDs are temporary
assigned by road-side units.

5.3 Dynamic Information

Dynamic information includes sensor data from vehicles, pe-
destrian, traffic signals, and other objects on the map. Table 2
shows examples of dynamic information. They are extendable
according to demands of traffic applications. Health condition,
weather, occupancy state of parking are possibly included in
dynamic information.

Dynamic information is represented as a relational data
stream. A relational data stream is a sequence of table rows
(tuples). Its new row data is continuously produced. Each row
data has a timestamp when the data was produced.

Data in dynamic information may contain static ID or dy-
namic ID. When a vehicle (pedestrian) not registered is de-
tected by a third-person’s sensor, dynamic ID is temporary
assigned to the data. Dynamic ID is used together with phys-
ical appearance (e.g. color, size). Physical appearance is useful
to merge duplicated data from different sensors.

5.4 Predicted Information

Predicated information is produced by computation. Each pre-
dicted data has two timestamps. The first timestamp is the
latest timestamp of input data read by the prediction algo-
rithm. The second timestamp is the future time at which the
predicted data indicates. We assume two types of prediction
algorithms:

& Prediction based on statistics: By the big data stored in a
long term, we can predict periodic events. For example,

Btraffic jam on every eight o’clock^ is predictable by this
approach. It is applicable to long term (several minutes or
longer) prediction for periodic events, but location accu-
racy is not so precise. Link-level road maps are often used.

& Prediction based on dynamic information: It uses dy-
namic information as input data, and predicts by using
physical law and traffic rules. Although location accuracy
is more precise than above, prediction time range is short
(several seconds). Lane-level road maps are often used.

5.5 Representation of Empty and Unknown Areas

Even if autonomous driving systems become popular in the
future, moving objects which do not have any sensors and
communication equipment may be still active in the traffic
society. Position data of such moving objects are to be report-
ed by sensors on a third person (Fig. 6).

An area not covered by any sensors is straightforwardly
regarded as unknown area. On the other hand, an area covered
by one or more sensors is classified into occupied area, empty
area and unknown area. We need to share the result of three-
class area classification.

Unknown area is chosen when an area-classification meth-
od returns the result with insufficient confidence. Occupied
area with low confidence may contain non-existent objects
(noise) caused by a false recognition. Empty area with low
confidence may contain undetected objects.

5.5.1 State Propagation of Empty and Unknown Areas

Occupancy grid map [14] is an existing method to treat the
result of area-classification. Occupancy grid map divides a
space into small cells. Each cell maintains a state. A state is
occupied, empty and unknown. If we want just sharing the
latest result of area-classification, occupancy grid map is suf-
ficient. However, when we would like to predict future tran-
sition of areas, occupancy grid map is insufficient. Generally,

Table 1 Static information

Data Name

Vehicle Static ID, Type, Model, Number,
Size, Color, Information terminal device, Automotive

insurance,…

Pedestrian Static ID, Name, Gender, Age, Phone number,
insurance,…

Traffic Signal Signal ID, Cycle pattern, Type, Related lane ID,
Height, …

Table 2 Dynamic information

Data Name

Vehicle Timestamp, Static ID or Dynamic ID, Current Lane
ID, 3D Position, Speed, Headway, Destination,
Driver ID, Wiper, Light, Winker, Fuel,…

(for Dynamic ID) Model, Size, Color

Pedestrian Timestamp, Static ID or Dynamic ID, Current Lane
ID, 3D Position, Speed, Headway, Destination, …

(for Dynamic ID) Height, Body shape, Color of
clothes,…

Traffic Signal Timestamp, Signal ID, State (color), Mode, …

Road Timestamp, Lane ID, Surface condition, Recent
average travel time,…
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prediction is done by computing future movement of each
object and propagating empty and unknown areas.

For example, suppose that one cell is currently empty. We
would like to predict states of surrounding cells in the next
time interval. The current empty area is propagated to sur-
rounding cells, but the propagation is not even. We have to
consider physical law and traffic rules in the propagation.

For future prediction, we model an empty area as empty
object, which is a virtual object moving on the map. An empty
object has its shape, propagation velocity and existence prob-
ability. The initial shape of empty object is formed by unoc-
cupied area from sensors. If unoccupied area is crossing mul-
tiple lanes and pedestrian roads, the area is divided into sub-
areas for each lane and pedestrian road. Each subarea is
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regarded as one empty object. The propagation velocity of
empty object is given by the following rules:

& Lanes on highway: An empty object moves according to
lane. Its speed is estimated within an interval [minimum
legal speed, maximum legal speed].

& Lanes on general road: An empty object moves accord-
ing to lane. Its speed is estimated within an interval [0,
maximum legal speed].

& Pedestrian roads: An empty object shrinks over time
(without movement).

Existence probability of empty object decreases over time.
If the probability becomes lower than a threshold, the empty
object is deleted. And, the corresponding area becomes
unknown.

6 Query Language for Dynamic Maps

As mentioned in Section 4.2, DM2.0PF provides a SQL-like
query language. Like Fig. 7, all types of information are rep-
resented as relations (tables). A developer of traffic

applications specifies a query with filter conditions and join
conditions for underlying relations.

Error! Reference source not found. Figure 8 shows a
syntax of our query language. MASTER clause gives event
names to trigger the query. When a new data is delivered from
the event source, the query is repeatedly evaluated and the
query result is generated. A query with a MASTER clause is
regarded as a continuous query. If a MASTER clause is omit-
ted, it is regarded as one-shot query. SELECT, FROM,
WHERE and GROUP BY clauses have almost same mean-
ings in SQL. A list of relation names referred in the query is
written in a FROM clause. And, we can specify sliding-
window on streaming data in FROM clause.

Our query language makes application development more
flexible. For example, when we would like to change different
level of road maps, we just change a relation name referred in
a query.

7 Cooperative Merging Assistance Service
on the DM2.0PF Prototype

To confirm applicability to traffic services, we have imple-
mented cooperative merging assistance service on our plat-
form (Fig. 9). This service is one of examples described in
Section 2. And, it is an example of real-time applications
utilizing edge computing.

Here, we assume a merging point in T-junction. This ser-
vice optimizes traffic flow at the merging point. It sends an
assist message to approaching vehicles. According to the

MASTER master_1, …
SELECT attr_1, …
FROM source_1 [windowsize_1], …
WHERE conditions
GROUP BY key_1,…

Fig. 8 Syntax of query

Fig. 9 Cooperative merging
assistance service
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message, each vehicle performs speed-up/speed-down/lane-
change. In Fig. 9, the blue car moves to another lane for
making a space for the green car. In this service, DM2.0PF
is used for processing queries to retrieve lanes, and to detect
positions of vehicles approaching to the merging point.

Currently, real vehicles are not available in our project (an
experimental environment in the real world is under develop-
ment). Instead, we used simulators to generate input sensor
data. Our platform is able to connect to a driving simulator and
a traffic simulator. As shown in Fig. 10, our simulation envi-
ronment combines both driving simulator and traffic simulator
simultaneously. Ego vehicle is controlled by driving simulator
(UC-win/Road). Other vehicles are controlled by traffic sim-
ulator (PTV Vissim). Generated data are sent to edge nodes of
DM2.0PF. In Fig. 10, there are one cloud node and three edge
nodes. Each edge node is assigned to its management area.
Each edge node receives sensor data from vehicles in the
corresponding management area. Cloud node manages a

special table which contains a pair of vehicles and the corre-
sponding edge node.

An application process for cooperative merging assistance
service is deployed on an edge node (e.g. Edge_1 in Fig. 10).
The application process submits queries to local DM2.0PF. In
this use case, we need to monitor the target merging point
continuously. Thus, it produces queries to get lane-level road
maps and dynamic information (vehicle’s position and veloc-
ity) near the merging point. When the application process
finds a set of conflicting vehicles, it generates an assist mes-
sage. We also implemented simple merging assistance algo-
rithm, but it is out of scope of this paper.

Figure 9 also includes a screenshot of our simulation envi-
ronment. Although sensor data in this section are not real data
from real vehicles, our DM2.0PF prototype successfully pro-
cesses data from our simulation environment. We have con-
firmed that it has enough capabilities for traffic applications
shown in Fig. 1.

Edge_1 Edge_2 Edge_3

Router_1 Router_2 Router_3

Router_0

Cloud

Spli�er

Traffic 
Simulator

Driving 
Simulator

DM2.0PF
(edge node)

Traffic 
Applica�on

(Merging 
Assistance)

Message 
Window

DM2.0PF
(edge node)

DM2.0PF
(edge node)

DM2.0PF
(cloud node)

Simulator PC

Assist
message

(Driver of ego vehicle)

(Virtual driver of 
other vehicles)

Area managed
by Edge_1

Area managed
by Edge_2

Area managed
by Edge_3

Target 
merging 
point

Fig. 10 Experiment environment
with simulator

Table 3 Scope of data
management Scope of data management

In-vehicle information
management

Local area information
management

City-scale information
management

AEDSMS [12] Continuous query – –

SAFE SPOT [4] One-shot query One-shot query –

CarStream [13] – – One-shot query

Continuous query

DM2.0PF prototype One-shot query One-shot query One-shot query

Continuous query Continuous query Continuous query
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Finally, we present a comparison result of several systems
from the view point of the scope of data management
(Table 3). Thanks to the architecture leveraging clouds/
edges/embedded systems, our DM2.0PF prototype covers
the widest scope.

8 Conclusion and Future Research Issues

This paper proposes DynamicMap2.0 platform, which is a
distributed information platform for city-scale traffic data
management. Its distributed architecture is composed of cloud
servers, edge servers and embedded devices. The platform
deals with dynamic, static, predicted information and road
maps with three levels. And, it provides query processing
scheme for these data. A notion of empty objects is newly
introduced to explicitly share current state of lanes. Our plat-
form contributes to support development of advanced traffic
applications (e.g. personalized navigation, smooth traffic flow,
advanced driver assistance systems). We developed a cooper-
ative merging assistance system on the prototype of DM2.0PF
and verified that our DM2.0PF operated correctly.

There are some future research issues. The first one is doing
field operation tests in the real road. The second one is large-
scale simulation. The real road is difficult to increase the num-
ber of vehicles joining the experiment. We will evaluate our
platform in large simulation settings.
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